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Mixed Alpine Rock Day
While summer rock climbing means a tee shirt, rock shoes and a chalk bag the same route under
winter conditions coated in snow and ice calls for a totally different approach. Bulky clothing, heavy
boots and gloved hands turns easy pitches into a much more difficult ascent.
But it is fun! The weather is not quite as bad as it seems from the comfort of home and we like to
view this style of climbing as just another aspect of the whole mountaineering experience. And if you
are thinking of honing your skills and taking them to Alaska or the greater ranges of the world we have
just out of Bishop a great fun climb.
Cardinal Pinnacle sits above the small cluster of houses at Aspendell and the Cardinal Village Resort
and is barely a quarter mile above the winter road closure. A thumb of erosion resistant granite, the
pinnacle projects from the hillside and is cleaved by many fine crack systems and corners.
Itinerary
We take the Regular Route that is rated 5.6 and is some five pitches in length. We hike up the snow covered North Lake
Road a short distance before cutting up the hillside some five hundred feet to the start of the climbing. A couple of lower
angle pitches with a few tricky steps lead to the main feature; a big corner that rises behind a tower, choked with snow
and finishing in a chockstone that is often glazed in icicles. The descent is straightforward down a snowy gully and then a
back to the cars.
Meeting place and time
We will meet the first day at 7.00 am at the world headquarters of Sierra Mountain Center, 200 South Main Street, in
Bishop. We are on the east side of Highway 395 in the second block south of the south most traffic light (intersection of Line
Street and Main Street/Highway 395. Or is you prefer just across the Mountain Rambler Brewery.
Dates and Prices
Check the latest brochure, call us or go to our web site for dates and rates. Should minimum participant numbers not
be reached you will be given the option of paying our private rate, rescheduling, or canceling. Price includes guiding,
permits, and all necessary group climbing gear. Scheduled dates include USFS trail fees. Private programs do not.
Ratios
We keep the ratio of one guide to two participants to ensure speed and efficiency while climbing. We need to be off the
peak early enough to avoid encounters with afternoon thunderstorms.
Prerequisites
You need prior rock climbing experience to get the most out of this program. You should be familiar with basic knot and
belaying skills. If you are not current with these skills then spend an hour or two at a local gym to get up to speed. You
should be able to climb at about a 5.8 level in the summer since 5.6 in winter is probably going to feel as hard, if not
harder!!!

Equipment List for Mixed Alpine Rock Day
The following list is a general guide and will assist you in packing for the program. Please do not hesitate to contact us if
you have specific questions regarding equipment or if you need assistance prior to making a purchase. The following list will
vary according to your individual requirements. Items marked with a * are items that we rent or we can coordinate rentals
with a local shop. When packing THINK LIGHTWEIGHT!

Climbing equipment
r Boots*: A high quality mountaineering boot is essential for
r
r
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r
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r
r

warm feet. We recommend a plastic boot such as an Asolo or
Scarpa or a leather boot such as a Sportiva. We have rentals.
Poles.* Telescoping probe type are best.
Ice axe.* A general purpose axe appropriate to your height.
Crampons.* These must be compatible with your boots.
Harness.* We recommend an alpine style harness that is easy
to put on with large boots and crampons.
Helmet. Should be comfortable and lightweight. We provide
these for the program if you do not have your own.
Two locking carabiners and a couple of non-lockers.*
A lightweight belay/rappel device.*

Clothing
r 1 pair synthetic or wool socks. Ski socks are great since they
go above the boot cuff.

r Gaiters. Necessary only if pants don’t cover boot top. If there
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is a gap, snow will get in and your feet will be wet and cold.
Long underwear top and bottom.
Warm pants, to layer between base and waterproof layer, such
as softshell fabric. Get a lined style if you tend to run colder.
Another fuzzy sweater top, such as fleece or Polartec.
Pile/fleece/softshell fabric jacket.
Light down jacket; synthetic fill is second choice. This is optional
& can replace the previous item.
Good quality rain/wind pants and rain jacket. Must be water
proof and jacket must have a hood. Don’t skimp on your rain
gear.
Warm hat that covers the ears.
Visor hat (for sun).
Neck gaiter.
Lightweight windstopper-type gloves.
Shell gloves or mittens.

Etc.

r

Daypack. A pack of 25-35 L is plenty big enough.
Sunglasses, high quality with keeper leash. Wrap-around or a
type with side shields are recommended. If you wear corrective
glasses you might want a second pair.
Water Bottles. Two quart (1 liter) wide mouth bottles. Hydration
systems and hoses typically freeze, even with an insulation
sleeve.
Headlamp. With a spare set of batteries.
Sunscreen and lip screen. 30+ SPF. A 1oz. bottle will be
enough. Make sure the lip stuff actually contains a sunscreen.
Camera/phone camera. Small enough to fit in a pocket; please
no giant cameras with multiple lenses.
Hand warmers if you tend to run cold.
Goggles and a face mask are great if it becomes stormy.
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Thermos for a hot drink during the day.
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Food
r

Snacks and lunch for the day.

Shared Equipment Provided by SMC
r
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Shovels
Avalanche safety gear - if needed.
First aid kit
Group climbing equipment

You specifically don’t need
x
x

Big first aid kits (we have a comprehensive one).
Items that are not on this list.

Additional Thoughts
r
r

Some people, particularly women, tend to run colder than
others. If this is the case add another layer or two, warmer
boots and extra handwarmers
Women – see our “Women on the Trail” information sheet at
the Women’s Trips pages on the website.

Vehicle
r

Make sure that your vehicle is winterized with anti-freeze and
bring tire chains. Be prepared for wintery and stormy travel.

